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I.

Hydrogen Storage

a.

The importance of hydrogen

It is commonly, although not universally,1 believed that the age of fossil fuels as our
primary transportation fuels is coming to an end, and that competitive replacements must
be developed. One proposed replacement is hydrogen, and the choice of hydrogen would
have several benefits.

First, we would no longer need to worry about the planet running out of fuel – hydrogen
is the most abundant element on Earth,2 and the third most abundant element on Earth’s
surface, occurring commonly in hydrocarbons and, especially, water.3 (Note, however,
that hydrogen would not be a fuel in the traditional sense – something mined and then
combusted for energy. Rather, energy would be first expended to produce hydrogen,
which would them be used as an energy carrier.) Hydrogen could be produced by steam
reforming of natural gas, water electrolysis, thermochemical splitting of water, or other
methods. Therefore, advances in these fields are also advances for the hydrogen
economy.

1

Fig. I.1: Diagram of the potential hydrogen fuel economy. Hydrogen would
need to be produced, transported around the country, stored on-vehicle and
in refueling stations, and finally, of course, consumed.

Hydrogen is attractive because it has a high chemical energy density on a mass basis,
storing 39.4 kWh/kg, versus around 13.1 kWh/kg for liquid hydrocarbons.2 (This means
the fuel could potentially represent a smaller component of a vehicle’s mass, improving
efficiency.) When combusted with oxygen, whether in a traditional internal combustion
engine or electrochemically in a fuel cell, the only exhaust gas is water vapor. (When
burned with air, some NOx gases also result.) The efficiency of the combustion engine is
also slightly improved versus traditional fuels (to ~25% total) – used in a fuel cell, the
efficiency is even higher (~50-60%).4 (There is, however, a substantial cost drawback to
fuel cells at the moment, as a PEM fuel cell sells for $1000-$2000 per kW.5)

Of course, in order to be used as a fuel, the hydrogen must somehow be stored on the
vehicle, which brings us to our next topic.

2

b.

Storage candidates

In order for hydrogen to see widespread use as a fuel, it must be produced, stored onvehicle, and then “burned" in a combustion engine or fuel cell, as depicted in Fig. I.1.
The storage stage may present the biggest problems for auto designers, and the biggest
opportunity for researchers. Whatever type of storage is used needs to be safe,
convenient (in terms of the rate at which H2 can be accessed and refilled, the operating
temperatures, etc.), and also not take up too much space or weigh too much. In the
United States, the Department of Energy has set ultimate desired gravimetric and
volumetric hydrogen densities for the entire vehicle system – 0.075 (kg H2)/(kg system),
and 0.070 (kg H2)/(L system).6 (To put those densities in perspective, if the vehicle
needed to carry a reasonable 4 kg of hydrogen, the fuel system must weigh no more than
~50 kg and occupy no more than ~60 L, or ~15 gallons.)

There are many different ways in which hydrogen could be stored, each with associated
benefits and drawbacks. Perhaps the simplest method would be to store it as a
compressed gas. For a 400 km trip, in a vehicle using a fuel cell, approximately 4 kg of
hydrogen would be required.4 At room temperature and pressure, this would take up 45
m3, which is clearly impractical. Stored in a high pressure container, the required volume
is substantially reduced – at 450 bar, 4 kg of hydrogen could fit inside a sphere 60 cm in
interior diameter, and 450 bar is the operating pressure for some new tanks made of novel
materials reinforced with carbon fibers.4 This tank plus gas system would only be about

3

4% hydrogen by weight however, meaning a significant amount of additional weight to
the vehicle. Furthermore, since the hydrogen pressure would drop continuously when the
vehicle was in use, some sort of additional pressure controls would be required. There is
also the considerable safety issue in storing and traveling with highly compressed
hydrogen gas. Currently, the cost of such tank systems is also excessive (~$9000 for a
tank storing hydrogen at 350 bar).7 There are benefits to this method of storage, though –
there are no catalysts to poison and no chemistry occurring. It is possible that auto
engineers will decide that the low-technology simplicity offsets the drawbacks.

Liquid hydrogen offers a higher volume density than compressed gas – the required
amount of hydrogen would fit in a sphere only 24 cm in inner diameter. But liquid
hydrogen is also extremely cold, boiling at -252°C. This means the fuel tank would have
to be designed as a vacuum insulated cryogenic vessel (with associated risk of pressure
buildup and rapid venting if the vacuum jacket was punctured during an accident), and it
also means that some fuel would be continuously lost due to boil-off, even if the vehicle
is not in use. (One large tank which stores 1000 kg of liquid H2 loses 0.5 kg per hour to
vaporization, or 0.05%.7 For smaller tanks, the percentage loss would be greater.) Over
short times, this boil-off could be stored for use, but eventually it would cause a pressure
rise that would require venting. Note that energy would also be required at the fueling
station in order to liquefy the hydrogen in the first place – with modern methods, the
energy required to run the compressors for a liquefier is 30% as much as the heat value of
the H2.7 (Presumably, this energy would be provided by electricity and would represent a
substantial drain on the power grid.)

4

A third option is to store the hydrogen by physisorption onto a surface, such as a high
surface area carbon or a metal-organic framework.8 Some of these materials offer
hydrogen weight fractions of around 7%. Because the framework itself changes very
little when hydrogen is added or removed, these materials can be used and refilled a large
number of times without a loss of material quality. The biggest downside is that they
begin releasing hydrogen at a very low temperature, and would have to be kept at or near
liquid-nitrogen temperatures.

Fig. I.2: Many hydrides have a large region where two phases coexist,
producing a constant equilibrium pressure for a large range of hydrogen
concentrations. As temperature is increased, this equilibrium pressure
increases.

A fourth option is to store the hydrogen chemically in a metal hydride. This offers
several advantages. First, many of these materials exist as multiple phases (for example,
as a metal lattice with hydrogen atoms filling the interstitial sites). The result is a
hydrogen equilibrium pressure that is a constant over a large range of hydrogen
concentrations2 (see Fig. I.2) – constant hydrogen pressure with time means the vehicle
engineering can be simpler. Many metal hydrides also have higher volume fractions of
hydrogen than even that available in liquid hydrogen (see Fig. I.3), and excellent weight
5

fractions of hydrogen as well. There are, however, some large big drawbacks.
Impractically high temperatures are sometimes required to raise the hydrogen equilibrium
pressure to a reasonable value (280°C for 1 bar for MgH2, for example).9 And even then,
kinetics of the materials are slow, requiring even higher temperatures to obtain a
reasonable rate of hydrogen release. Slow kinetics also means that very high
temperatures and pressures may be required for rehydriding, and furthermore a
diminishing of the hydriding/dehydriding performance is often observed with repeated
cycling.

Fig. I.3: A plot of some hydrogen storage options. Note that liquid hydrogen
(LH2) offers a better volume density than compressed gas, but still less than
many hydrides.

We spent most of our time examining complex hydrides like the borohydrides. Examples
include NaBH4, LiBH4, and Mg(BH4)2. Because boron is a light element, and because
many of these compounds provide two hydrogen atoms per metal atom, these materials
offer some of the highest hydrogen weight fractions available. Required dehydriding
temperatures are often high, but can be reduced with additives or by taking steps to
reduce the crystallite grain size – both these options will be further discussed later, during
the presentation of our data.
6

But first, let me give a description of some of the main techniques used in our research.
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II. Experimental Techniques
a.

NMR Basics

Our primary method of investigation of the materials is nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR). The following discussion is similar to those found in several classical texts on
the subject.10,11,12,13 NMR takes advantage of two inherent properties of nuclei –
magnetic moment and nuclear spin.

Classically, the energy of a magnetic moment ⃗ in a magnetic field ⃗⃗ is
⃗ ⃗⃗.

(II.1)

Therefore, if we place an NMR sample in a magnetic field, we expect the nuclear
magnetic moments in the sample eventually to align with the field, the lowest energy
orientation. However, this classical description is incomplete - we really don’t expect
total alignment of all the moments.

While equation (II.1) seems to indicate an infinite number of possible energies,
depending on the angle between ⃗ and ⃗⃗, energy is quantized, and there are a finite
number of possibilities. How many possibilities there are depends on the type of nucleus
in question, but for many nuclei of interest (spins ½), there are only two energy
eigenstates, one representing alignment parallel to the field, the other antiparallel. Perfect
alignment of all the magnetic moments in a sample would only occur at absolute zero – at
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any other temperature, some of the moments will be in the antiparallel, higher energy
state. The population ratio of the two states is proportional to the Boltzmann factor,
,

(II.2)

where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. This means, in
particular, that we will get greater alignment (which will correspond to a greater NMR
signal) with a stronger magnetic field – so our first step in NMR is to place our sample in
a very strong magnet. (Greater alignment is also achieved at lower temperatures, and
many NMR experiments are done at low temperatures for precisely this reason.) Note,
however, that at room temperature and with commonly available magnets, there is only a
very slight majority of nuclei in the lower energy state – something like 10 excess for
every million spins.13 But this slight majority will produce the NMR signal.

However, the nuclei will not simply align with the magnetic field, because they also
possess another property – angular momentum, in the form of nuclear spin. This spin
angular momentum vector, ⃗, always points either parallel, or anti-parallel, to the
magnetic moment of a nucleus,
⃗

⃗,

(II.3)

where γ, the gyromagnetic ratio, is another property of the type of nucleus, and can be
positive or negative. Just as a spinning top precesses around the gravitational field
because of its angular momentum, instead of simply falling over (into alignment with the
field), we expect the nuclear spin to precess around the magnetic field. The frequency of
this precession, called the nuclear Larmor frequency, ω0, is larger for stronger magnetic
fields, B0,
9

.

(II.4)

Fig. II.1: The spin magnetization will precess around the
externally imposed field B0 at the Larmor frequency.

This may suggest that we will never get a net alignment of spins with an external
magnetic field because the nuclei will simply continue precessing in whatever plane they
begin in. But this is actually not the case, due to a relaxation process known as spinlattice relaxation.

Because a nucleus has a magnetic moment, it not only responds to magnetic fields, but
also creates one. Other microscopic sources of magnetic fields include the similar
electron magnetic moment (and spin) and electron orbital currents. Because of these
other sources of magnetic field, and because of atomic motions, any nucleus in a sample
will actually experience a net magnetic field whose direction and strength is fluctuating
with time – not only the static magnetic field we are intentionally subjecting it to. As a
result, the plane of precession of a nucleus will also be a function of time, and as this
plane of precession wanders with time, the nuclear spins will gradually be driven toward
a lower energy orientation.10 Therefore, in fact, a net alignment of the magnetic moments
does build up, and the time constant describing how long it takes is called T1. In
10

particular, if we drop a sample composed of initially randomly oriented spins into a
magnet, the net magnetization M of the sample, created by the alignment of all the
nuclear magnetic moments, as a function of time t will be,
⁄

,

(II.5)

where Meq is the equilibrium value of magnetization eventually achieved.

Fig. II.2: Rough schematic diagram of the NMR experimental setup.
Note that the plane of the probe coil is perpendicular to the applied
static field.

Practically, we detect the magnetization aligned with our externally-imposed field by
bringing it into a plane perpendicular to that field for detection. We do this by placing
our NMR sample in a coil of wire connected to an RF transmitter and receiver. The coil
serves two purposes. By sending an RF pulse at the correct frequency through it, we
create a strong magnetic field that is rotating in the plane of the coil, the plane
perpendicular to the static magnetic field, at the Larmor frequency, i.e. rotating at the
same rate as the spins. The spins, then, will also precess around this new field, causing
the overall magnetization of the sample to rotate towards the plane of the coil. The field
is of very short duration – only a few microseconds. Once the net magnetization is in the
plane of the coil, the transmitter pulse is turned off, and the magnetization continues
11

precessing in the coil plane. This precessing magnetization then produces a voltage in
the coil per Faraday’s Law, which is amplified and becomes the NMR signal.

This NMR signal, known as the free induction decay or FID (see Fig. II.3), does indeed
decay, lasting from a few microseconds to a few seconds. The signal decays for many
reasons – primarily, since the individual nuclei are precessing at slightly different
frequencies because they are in slightly different local fields (because of the spins around
them, electron currents, etc.), they get out of phase with one another over time, causing
decay of the macroscopic magnetization and FID.

b.

NMR Spectra

Now that we have the first principles laid out, let’s discuss what kind of data we actually
acquire. The most basic piece of NMR data is the spectrum. In the early days of NMR, a
spectrum was commonly produced by sweeping the magnetic field while measuring the
steady-state transverse magnetization.10 Today, pulse methods are commonly used
instead, and a spectrum is produced by taking the Fourier transform of the FID following
an RF-pulse. Because the square RF-pulse contains a large distribution of sine-wave
frequencies, there is no need to sweep the field.13 Spectra provide information on both
structure and motion.

12

Fig. II.3: At left, a sample FID (from water), and at right, the
resultant spectrum.

A spectrum is, in large measure, a probability distribution of spin precession frequencies.
If most of the spins in a sample are precessing at frequency ωa, then there will be a tall
peak in the spectrum at frequency ωa. If fewer spins are precessing at frequency ωb, then
there will be a smaller peak at ωb. But recall that the precession frequency of a spin is
proportional to the magnetic field it is experiencing – therefore the spectrum is also a
map of magnetic fields in the sample. Different spins in the sample experience different
magnetic fields because there are in different atomic environments - perhaps ωa
represents hydrogen atoms in BH4 groups, while ωb represents hydrogen atoms from H2
gas, for example. So we can get a measure of where, chemically, the nuclei (and atoms)
in a sample are.

The preceding example, which described sharply resolved lines corresponding to
different atomic environments, is common for solution state samples. When static solid
samples are studied, we usually see something much more like a single broad line. We
can think of this broad line as being caused by the spins in the sample experiencing a
wide distribution of magnetic fields – in a solid, each spin is surrounded by an enormous

13

number of other spins, and these other spins are all contributing something to the local
field of the spin under consideration. The magnetic field will therefore vary slightly from
site-to-site, with the final result being a broad NMR spectrum. We call this dipolar
broadening, and the width of the spectral line is a measure of the strength of the dipolar
interaction. In particular, work by Van Vleck14 shows that the spectral linewidth

can

be estimated as,
∑

(

)

(II.6)

where the sum is theoretically performed over all the nuclei in the sample. We can see
from this formula that the linewidth contains structural information, the distance between
nuclei

. It contains the gyromagnetic ratio and thus depends on what type of nuclei we

are considering – in fact, equation (II.6) is the formula for linewidth-squared if we are
only considering interactions between like spins (hydrogen with hydrogen, boron with
boron). For interactions between unlike spins there is another, similar, formula, that
contains the gyromagnetic ratios of both nuclei in question. I, the nuclear spin number, is
also a property of the type of nucleus in question. The linewidth also depends on

, the

angle between the static field and ⃗ . If the crystal structure is known, the right-hand
side of equation (II.6) can be computed to get a theoretical prediction for the linewidth –
this is known as a second-moment calculation.

But that isn’t the full story, because the nuclei generally do not stay in only one atomic
environment – they move around. And if they move around fast enough, instead of
different spins seeing different magnetic fields, all the spins will experience essentially
the same time-average field, and the line will therefore become narrower. (Liquid
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spectral lines are much narrower than solid spectral lines for precisely this reason.) How
fast the spins must move for averaging to occur depends on the strength of the
interaction, and therefore the width of the spectral line in the absence of motion. The
approximate criterion for narrowing is11
√ ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
where

,

(II.7)

is the rigid-lattice linewidth (which could be calculated using equation

(II.6)), the linewidth in the absence of motion, and the correlation time

is the time

between hops. Since the rigid-lattice linewidths we usually observe in our work are on
the order of 25 kHz, line narrowing occurs for motions with correlation times on the
order of or less than 10-5 seconds. In turn, the motionally narrowed linewidth can be used
to determine the motion rate (i.e., measure

c.

).

T1 and measurements of motion

Let us return, now, to consider T1 in a bit more detail. Measuring T1, the time for the
spins’ Zeeman order to return to thermal equilibrium, (with alignment with the static
field), is also a useful way to measure motion, especially motions with a correlation time
on the order of the inverse of the Larmor frequency. In particular, this spin-lattice
relaxation is most efficient when the nucleus under consideration sees magnetic fields
fluctuating at its Larmor frequency, since, as we will discuss momentarily, these are
capable of stimulating a transition between spin energy states. Thus, in a plot of T1
versus temperature, we will see a minimum whenever the (temperature dependent)
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correlation time of whatever interaction is controlling the relaxation passes through the
inverse of the Larmor frequency. Because typical Larmor frequencies in our magnets are
around 108 Hz, we can use T1 to probe motions at temperatures after line narrowing has
already commenced.

We can say this a bit more mathematically – the following discussion is similar to that in
Levitt’s Spin Dynamics.10 (Note that he uses units in which magnetization is
dimensionless and the equilibrium magnetization is equal to 1.) Any spin, because of its
motion and the motion of adjacent atoms, will experience a magnetic field that is
fluctuating as a function of time. Over time, let us suppose the direction of this field is
random, so that it is as likely to point in any one direction as another. The time-average
value of the field experienced by the spin, then, is zero. To simplify our mathematics a
bit, let’s assume the field is constrained to point along either the positive or negative xaxis. Then, we can write,
,

(II.8)

where the average is performed over time. We also need some way to measure how
quickly the field is changing – how correlated is the field at a time

to the field at

time t? For this, we define an autocorrelation function,
.
So,

, and we expect

(II.9)

to decay toward 0 with increasing τ, as the

correlation diminishes. It will decay more quickly for a more rapidly fluctuating field.
Let us assume, then, that is has form,
⁄
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,

(II.10)

where τC is now the correlation time of the fluctuations. (We have used here the same
symbol for correlation time that we used previously for the time between hops – this is
reasonable since one of the main reasons that spins experience a changing magnetic field
is hops between sites.)

It will be convenient to use a spectral density function

, the Fourier transform of our

autocorrelation function,
∫

.

(II.11)

For the exponential autocorrelation function assumed by Equation (II.10), we get,
.

(II.12)

But how does this relate to T1 relaxation? We are almost there. Quantum mechanically,
when relaxation is occurring, transitions are being induced between energy eigenstates.
Suppose we have two energy eigenstates, which we may label in Dirac notation as |α>
and |β>, where the former represents alignment parallel to the external static field, the
latter anti-parallel alignment. We can write any state a spin may be in as a superposition
of these two.

Let

, then, be the transition probability per unit time from state |α> to |β>, and W+ be

the probability per unit time for a transition from state |β> to |α>. These transition
probabilities are predicted to be equal, and it is shown by Abragam10,11, that,
.
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(II.13)

Note that
frequency

is the value of the spectral density at the Larmor frequency. For a fixed
peaks when

. This means that transitions between states

are most likely when the magnetic field being experienced by the spins has a correlation
time of the inverse of the Larmor frequency. This is, essentially, the reason for the T1
minimum when this condition is met. But let’s say a little more.

It is not exactly true that

. If the probability of transitioning from the low

energy state to the high-energy state was really exactly equal to the probability of
transitioning from the high-energy state to the low-energy state, then at equilibrium there
would be the same number of spins in each state. In reality, we know there is a slight
majority of spins in the low energy state. How great this majority is depends on
temperature and magnetic field strength (via the Boltzmann factor) – at infinite
temperature there are the same number of spins in both states, while at absolute zero all
spins are in the lower energy state. It is more accurate to write,10
(

Let’s finish up, then. Let

).

(II.14)

be the relative population of spins aligned with the field,

be the population of spins anti-aligned, so that

. The net magnetization

produced parallel to the external field, then, is proportional to the difference in these two
populations,
.
Of course, the populations themselves may be changing with time,
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(II.15)

(II.16)
.

(II.17)

As a result, the net magnetization will also be a function of time.
.

(II.18)

After substitution of equations (II.16) and (II.17), this becomes,
.

(II.19)

Integrating both sides yields,
.

(II.20)

If we assume that the initial magnetization is zero, then this equation clearly represents
magnetization growing exponentially, from zero, with time. This is just as in equation
(II.5), provided we make the identification

. So, combining equations

(II.12) and (II.13), we get an equation for T1,
.

(II.21)

We see that T1 does indeed go through a minimum when ω0-1 = τC, as we set out to show.
We will use this formula or a more sophisticated version to extract correlation times from
spin relaxation data.

d.

T1D and measurements of motion
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Another relaxation time constant we measure is T1D, the time for the decay of dipolar
order – essentially, spins are aligned with their local magnetic field (the field created by
adjacent atoms, in contrast to the externally imposed field), and over time that alignment
and ordering decays. One significant reason for the loss of this ordering is the hopping of
a spin to an adjacent site, where the local field will be different – thus, T1D can be a
measure of the time between hops. But this idea has to be applied carefully, because
other processes can destroy dipolar order as well – a spin flip caused by T1 relaxation can
also change the local field, for example. In contrast to T1 experiments, T1D experiments
are useful for measuring much slower motions, motions that are too slow to narrow the
line (Fig. II.4).

Fig. II.4: A diagram showing which NMR measurements are most useful
for determining different frequencies of hopping.

T1D is measured using the Jeener-Broekaert pulse sequence, described in a 1967 paper by
the authors of those names. Most of the following discussion follows their paper.15 The
primary problem in measuring T1D is to create a measurable state of dipolar order in the
first place, since the local fields are much weaker than the external static field, (so that
the dipolar energies are much smaller than the Zeeman energy, resulting in even weaker
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alignment). The first step, then, is to somehow transfer the stronger Zeeman thermal
equilibrium order into dipolar order.

In their paper, Jeener and Broekaert provide a simple, albeit not completely accurate,
model of how this can be done. This model is best understood in the “rotating-frame”, a
reference frame that is rotating around the z-axis, (the direction of the external static
field), at the Larmor frequency. Spin magnetization in the x-y plane, then, which is
precessing about the z-axis at the Larmor frequency, will appear stationary in the
rotating-frame. Our RF pulses create magnetic fields that are also rotating in the x-y
plane at the Larmor frequency, so these also will appear stationary in the rotating frame.

Fig. II.5: A model of how to create dipolar order. Purple arrows
represent spin vectors, green arrows the magnetic field created by the
RF pulse.

Let us discuss their model then, also depicted in Fig. II.5. The first step is to place the
sample in an external field and allow alignment of the spins along the z-axis to occur.
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Then, an RF pulse is applied to create a magnetic field that is stationary in the rotating
frame along, let us say, the x-axis (a), and the spins nutate about this new magnetic field
until they point along the –y axis (b), at which point we turn off the pulse. (This is called
a 90° pulse, because the magnetization is rotated by 90°.) The spins will then precess at
approximately the Larmor frequency about the z-axis – but not at exactly the Larmor
frequency, because different spins are experiencing slightly different magnetic fields
because they are in different local environments. Some are in environments where the
locally-created field points in the same direction as the external field (+z) – these spins
will precess at a frequency slightly higher than the Larmor frequency, and will move
counterclockwise in the rotating frame as here depicted. Some spins are in environments
where the locally created field points in the opposite direction as the external field (-z) –
these spins will have a lower precession frequency and move clockwise in the rotating
frame (c). If we could somehow align these “fast” spins with the +z direction, and these
“slow” spins with the –z direction, then they would be aligned with their local field and
in a state of dipolar order. But we can do just that – after waiting some time, we apply
another 90° RF pulse along –y (d). This pulse orients the fast spins along +z, the slow
spins along –z, giving us dipolar order (e).

There are a couple of things to notice, though. First of all, not all of the Zeeman order is
transformed into dipolar order, and how efficient the transfer is depends on how long we
wait until the second pulse. (If we had done the second RF pulse immediately after the
first pulse, we would have created no dipolar order. If we waited for a long time, again
we would get no dipolar order. So there appears to be some optimal time, connected to
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the dephasing time of the spins, which is also the decay time of the FID. We want the
⁄

average “fast spin” to precess 90° from the on-resonance spin, so

.)

Secondly, it was important that the two RF pulses be 90° out of phase with one another.
Both of these facts are still true if a more correct mathematical calculation is performed.
We can also see why this model cannot be completely correct, because the RF pulses
themselves, because they change the orientations of the spins, are modifying the local
fields. (In other words, a spin that was a fast spin before the second RF pulse may no
longer be a fast spin afterwards – but it will still be aligned along the +z axis.)

I will not include the full calculation here,15 but the final Jeener-Broekart sequence used
to measure T1D is 90°x-τ-45°y-t1-45°y-t-echo. The first two pulses and delays have the
effect of transforming the Zeeman order, imperfectly, into dipolar order. How efficient
the transfer is depends on the time τ, which is optimized experimentally but will be
something like the decay time of the FID. The time t1, then, allows for the decay of this
dipolar order. The final pulse then produces an echo whose magnitude is a measure of
the remaining dipolar order. Experimentally, we vary t1, and record the echo magnitude.
We then fit the echo decay to a single exponential,

e.

.

Diffusion

Because measurements of atomic hopping – in other words, diffusion - are so important
to our work, it behooves us to say a little bit more about it. The following discussion is
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largely taken from the book Diffusion Kinetics for Atoms in Crystals, by John Manning.16
We can describe how quickly atoms are diffusing throughout a crystal in terms of a
diffusion constant D, defined in what is known as Fick’s First Law.
⁄

(II.22)

J, here, is a flux, the number of atoms per unit time per unit area passing through a plane
perpendicular to the x-axis, and c is the concentration of atoms in number per unit
volume. Diffusion occurs if there is a concentration gradient, hence the derivative with
respect to location. D, then, has units of area per time, and is assumed to be a constant of
the material and diffusing species under consideration.

Now, let us specifically consider random-walk diffusion through a cubic lattice. Suppose
we are considering the diffusion between two adjacent crystal planes, numbered 1 and 2,
both perpendicular to the x-axis, separated by a distance λ. Suppose the number of
atoms, per unit time, per unit area, jumping from plane 1 to plane 2 is j12, and the number
jumping from plane 2 to plane 1 is j21. So,
.

(II.23)

Now, suppose n1 is the number of atoms per unit area in plane 1, and n2 is the number of
atoms per unit area in plane 2. Furthermore, suppose
from plane 1 to plane 2, and
, and

is the atomic jump frequency

is the jump frequency from plane 2 to plane 1. Then,
. So,
.

(II.24)

But, for random walk diffusion, the atoms are just as likely to hop in one direction as the
other. In other words,

. So, we can rewrite this as,
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.

to the rate at which n is changing with location – in

We can certainly relate
particular,

(II.25)

⁄

. Finally, n, the number of atoms per unit area, is

related to c, the number of atoms per unit volume, by

. Making this substitution,

we get,
⁄

(II.26)

So far, we have only considered hops along one direction. For a simple cubic lattice,
however, each atom has six nearest neighbors, and for random-walk diffusion a hop in
any of these six directions is equally likely. For this system, the hop frequency ν, then, is
. Substituting this into equation (II.26), we get,
.

(II.27)

Note that this final equation is identical to equation (II.22), provided we make the
identification,
.

(II.28)

This last equation will be used several times with our data to calculate diffusion distances
of interest. It relates a constant of the sample and atom under consideration, D, to the
distance of atomic hops, λ, and the hopping frequency, ν.

Thus concludes the review of our main experimental techniques. Some additional details
will be presented as the data is discussed below.
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III. LiBH4
a.

Bulk

The first borohydride we examined in detail was lithium borohydride, LiBH4. Some of
the data reported here, especially the solid-state 1H and 7Li data, were taken by Bob
Corey of the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology while visiting our lab. Two
published articles resulted from our work on this material.17,18

LiBH4 is an interesting compound for hydrogen storage applications because it has a very
high weight percent of hydrogen at 18.4%, with a volumetric density of 0.12 kg of
hydrogen per liter. The usable weight fraction is 13.8% if the reaction only proceeds to
LiH.
2LiBH4 -> 2LiH + 2B + 3H2
Previous studies found that dehydriding in LiBH4 only begins occurring in earnest at a
high temperature, around 430°C. Rehydriding requires similarly extreme conditions –
one group of researchers accomplished it at a temperature of 600°C, with a hydrogen
overpressure of 350 bar.19

Previous studies by others found that LiBH4 exists in two solid phases at atmospheric
pressure, an orthorhombic phase below the transition temperature of 110°C, and a
hexagonal phase above it.20 The material melts at ~270°C.21 A previous NMR study
found that on-site BH4 reorientations become fast at a low temperature, causing an 1H T1
minimum at 19 MHz at -110°C.22 Another NMR study, as well as measurements of
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electric conductivity, found that the high temperature solid phase was a superionic
conductor for Li, with Li hops occurring approximately 109 times per second.23

The LiBH4 sample we studied was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and had a stated
purity of 90%. Probably this low purity, common for related materials like NaH and
NaAlH4, reflects the extreme reactivity with water. Because LiBH4 reacts with water, all
handling was done in a nitrogen glovebag our lab commonly uses for metal hydrides.
Samples were flame sealed into pyrex tubes under nitrogen gas with a pressure of
approximately 0.9 bar, unless otherwise stated below.

Fig. III.1: A close-up photograph of one of our heaters
with the surrounding insulation removed. Air is passed
through this glass tube, over a coil of wire that is
warmed by electrical current.

NMR data taken included spectra, T1, and T1D. We studied all three available nuclei – 1H,
7

Li, and 11B. 1H spectra were acquired following 1-2 µs pulses. A 90° pulse for 1H was

around 10 µs, however shorter pulses mean wider spectral coverage (i.e., so as not to
distort the recorded FIDs and the wide lineshapes obtained from them). As was
mentioned previously, this is essentially because shorter square pulses require more and
higher sine wave frequencies in order to shape the sharp edges. Because the first few
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microseconds of the FID are always obscured by ringing from the NMR probe circuit, we
extrapolated from the good part of the FID back to the end of the pulse using a Gaussian
fit.24

We studied the sample over a range of temperatures. When needed, the temperature of
the sample was adjusted by blowing temperature regulated air past the sample – the air
was warmed by passing it through a coiled heater, shown in Fig. III.1, controlled by an
Omega temperature controller. 1H measurements were performed at a Larmor frequency
of 85 MHz, corresponding to a 2T magnetic field.

Narrower 7Li and 11B spectra were taken following 90° pulses, which lasted
approximated 11 µs or 15 µs, respectively, or from echoes. Both of these nuclei are spin
3/2, and nuclei with spin greater than 1/2 have an electric quadrupole moment.13
Therefore, if the nucleus is in an electric field gradient, the Zeeman levels will be shifted.
So in our spectra we might expect to see three peaks, one from the central spin transition
and two from the quadrupolar satellite transitions (3/2 to 1/2, for example). However, if
the nucleus is moving rapidly (in a liquid, for example) and the electric field gradient is
averaging, we will instead see only a single line.13 By comparison with the 90° pulse
times for a solution state sample of LiBr, we determined that our 90° pulse for 7Li was
covering both the central and satellite transitions in the high temperature phase. Because
the 7Li FID amplitude increased when going from the low temperature to high
temperature phase, the satellites were only partially covered in the low temperature
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phase. 7Li measurements were performed at a Larmor frequency of 33 MHz, and 11B at a
frequency of 27 MHz.

Fig. III.2: 1H spectra as a function of temperature. Note
the line narrowing with increasing temperature.

Fig. III.2 shows proton spectra as a function of temperature, and it is clear that the
linewidth becomes smaller with increasing temperature, as the rate of atomic motion
increases. (Note that, as was previously mentioned, line narrowing for 1H will commence
when the motion rate modulating the interaction exceeds ~105 s-1, corresponding to a time
between hops of ~10 µs.) Fig. III.3 shows the proton linewidth in detail, measured as the
full width at half maximum (FWHM). From this plot, we can see that the narrowing of
the proton line happens in two steps. The first narrowing is centered near 400K (127°C),
and is due to the solid-solid phase transition – the Li motion increases greatly, and this
averages away the Li-H interaction, resulting in a partial narrowing.
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Fig. III.3: 1H FWHM as a function of temperature. Two
step narrowing is observed.

At higher temperatures the 1H linewidth decreases to almost zero. This must be due to H
translational diffusion averaging away the H-H (and H-B) intermolecular dipole
interactions. (The intramolecular interactions were averaged away at a much lower
temperature by the BH4 reorientations. If we could lower the temperature of the sample
enough to slow those reorientations, we would expect additional broad wings to appear in
the spectrum.) But this H diffusion could be the diffusion of intact BH4 units, or
individual H atoms. Indeed, an earlier study using Raman spectroscopy which studied
exchange between LiBH4 and LiBD4 observed mixed anions (e.g., LiBH3D), and thus
concluded that the diffusing species was independent H atoms.25 We applied a few
different methods to determine which was happening.
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Fig. III.4: 11B spectra as a function of temperature. The
quadrupolar satellites are clearly visible at the highest
temperatures.

Fig. III.4 shows 11B spectra as a function of temperature. It is clear that the line becomes
narrower with increasing temperature, to the point that at 250°C the quadrupolar satellites
are clearly distinguishable. (The high temperature phase is hexagonal, and thus an
electric field gradient can exist at the atom sites. Only with cubic symmetry can such a
gradient not exist.13) Could this line narrowing reflect only motion of Li and H,
indicating that the H motion is the motion of individual H atoms? If we assume that only
the Li and H are moving quickly at this high temperature, the B-B interactions will
remain un-averaged to contribute to the width of the boron line. Using knowledge of the
crystal structure obtained by previous researchers,20 we therefore performed a second
moment calculation including only the B-B terms to get a theoretical linewidth with this
assumption. We took care in the calculation to include the fact that only 81.2% of natural
boron is 11B, with 18.8% being 10B. The result of the calculation was an expected
FWHM of 1970 Hz – much broader than the actually observed line at 250°C (400 Hz).
This was our first piece of evidence that the boron atoms were included in the high
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temperature motion. This suggests that the hydrogen diffusion observed may be
primarily the diffusion of intact BH4 units, not the diffusion of individual H atoms.

We sought some more evidence to confirm this hypothesis, and to that end studied LiBH4
in the melt. Because molten LiBH4 reacts with SiO2,26 a main component of glass, the
experimental details for our study of the molten material were slightly different. Samples
to be melted were placed in 6.3 mm outer diameter alumina sample tubes, joined on top
by an O-ring seal to a gas apparatus that allowed us to pump out the sample tube or add
gases (such as argon or hydrogen) to it. To suppress bubbling, samples were briefly
evacuated and then backfilled with 1 atm of H2 gas.

Fig. III.5 shows a 11B spectrum taken at 285°C, in the melt. Note that the spectrum
shows a multiple peak pattern known as a J-coupling pattern. Five peaks appear in
approximately the expected 1-4-6-4-1 intensity ratio. This pattern is a result of the fact
that each boron atom is surrounded by four hydrogen atoms, and each hydrogen atom
could be either spin up or spin down. There is one way to have all the adjacent 1H atoms
spin down, four ways to have only one of the atoms spin up, etc., producing the intensity
ratios. If the hydrogen atoms themselves were rapidly exchanging between BH4 units,
we would expect these interactions to be averaged away – the peaks here observed would
at first broaden, then ultimately coalesce into a single peak if the H exchange was fast
enough. In particular, if the width of these peaks was wholly due to H exchange, the
lifetime

of any BH4 unit would obey,10
⁄
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⁄

(III.8)

Our lines here have a FWHM of ~9.5 Hz. Therefore (all) the H atoms are remaining in
place for at least ~16 ms, much too long to narrow the 1H line, confirming the hypothesis
that the main form of diffusion is intact BH4 units.

Fig. III.5: 11B spectra of melted sample. The J-coupling
splitting is clearly evident.

Further confirmation is shown in Fig. III.6, a Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) spin
echo train from 11B in molten LiBH4. A CPMG sequence13 consists of a single 90° pulse
on, for example, X, followed by a series of equally spaced 180° pulses on Y.27 The 90°
pulse brings the spin vectors into the x-y plane, and the spin vectors begin to dephase.
The 180° pulse flips all the spin vectors over, and after a short time they come back into
phase with each other, producing a spin echo. This makes it sound like you could
produce echoes forever, but you can’t, because over time the spins lose coherence with
each other, as the precession frequencies of the individual spins change (as they change
atomic environments, for example.) The time constant describing how quickly this
coherence is lost is called T2. We ran the experiment with pulse spacing of 15 ms. The
echoes here decay with a time constant of 2.7 s. Any BH4 unit that underwent a
hydrogen spin exchange (with a hydrogen of opposite spin) would see an immediate
change is precession frequency of 81 Hz, which (in 15 ms) would essentially remove the
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signal of that 11B atom from any future echoes. This echo train therefore suggests that
each H atom remains in place, on average, for at least a couple of seconds.

Fig. III.6: 11B CPMG echoes decay with a time constant
of 2.7 s.

In fact, we can say a little more. T1 relaxation of the H atoms will also flip a spin and
therefore also cause decay of the echo train, and 11B T2 processes will also cause the
echoes to decay. We can calculate what the decay time constant

should be assuming

in a liquid.13 Suppose W is the probability

only these contributions, and using

per unit time of a hydrogen atom making a spin transition. Then, since each boron is
surrounded by four hydrogen atoms,
⁄

⁄

(III.9)

But, these transitions manifest themselves as T1 relaxation, and for spin ½, it can be
shown that 1/T1 = 2W.12 Therefore,
⁄

⁄

⁄

We measured these two relaxation times at 285°C, and found them to be

(III.10)
and

. We therefore calculate an expected echo decay time constant of 2.9 s. This
is very close to the observed value of 2.7 s. Therefore we can explain all, or nearly all, of
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the CPMG echo decay by T1 and T2 processes even without any H exchange – so H
exchange is certainly slow on the timescale of seconds.

We also made an effort to look at exchange over very long times. To that end we
purchased some LiBD4 (deuterated), and physically mixed it with an approximately equal
amount of regular LiBH4. We then melted the mixed sample, and took an 11B spectra
after 30 minutes, shown in Fig. III.7. It is clear that the experimental spectrum contains
many more J-coupling peaks than previously observed – this is expected, since D is spin
one and has three possible spin states. The other two spectra shown were generated
theoretically assuming different amounts of exchange. The bottom spectrum assumes no
H exchange at all – half the 11B signal is coming from LiBH4 molecules, the other half
from LiBD4 molecules. The upper theoretical spectrum assumes full statistical exchange,
and includes signal from LiBH3D, LiBH2D2, and LiBHD3 molecules. Obviously this
upper spectrum is a much better match to the experimentally observed spectrum,
indicating that H exchange is taking place over a time scale of several minutes.
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Fig. III.7: The top spectrum is the experimentally
observed 11B spectrum after 30 minutes, from a mixed
LiBH4 and LiBD4 sample. The middle spectrum, a
simulated fit assuming complete statistical exchange of
the H and D, is an excellent fit.

We acquired further data on bulk LiBH4 not as directly related to the hydrogen exchange
question, which will now be discussed. Fig. III.8 shows 7Li spectra as a function of
temperature. It is clear that the line becomes much sharper after the solid-solid phase
transition at 110°C, when the material becomes an Li superionic conductor, and the Li
motion increases greatly. The quadrupolar satellites also become clearly visible,
indicating that a small electric field gradient exists in the (non-cubic) HT phase.

Fig. III.8: 7Li spectra as a function of temperature. The
solid-solid phase transition around 110°C is quite
evident.
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Finally, Fig. III.9 shows 1H T1 and T1D as a function of temperature. There are several
important facts seen in this graph. First, in the low temperature (LT) phase, below the
solid-solid phase transition, the 1H T1 decreases with decreasing temperature. As was
previously mentioned, an earlier NMR study saw a 1H T1 minimum at very cold
temperatures caused by BH4 reorientations – we would also see a minimum if we had
(and could) take our sample still colder. With increasing temperature there is a
discontinuity in T1 at the phase transition, and then a minimum is observed at still higher
temperatures. This minimum must be a result of lithium motion modulating the Li-H
interaction, because the H motion itself is too slow as compared with the precession
frequency.

Fig. III.9: 1H T1 and T1D as a function of temperature.
The HT phase T1 minimum is a result of Li motion.

How do we know the H motion is too slow? The 1H Larmor frequency was 85 MHz, so a
T1 minimum driven by H motion would require a time between hops of around ~10 ns.
As was previously mentioned,

is approximately equal to the time between H hops.

At the highest temperature measured, 170°C, this has become 25 µs – much longer than
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10 ns. (Also, note that since we know each H stays on its BH4 unit for at least a few
seconds, this must be the time between hops of BH4 units.)

At still higher temperatures, we can use the extent of the observed 1H line narrowing to
determine the time between hops, according to,11
(III.11)
where is the time between hops, and

is the FWHM of the line before narrowing.

(So, note that indeed, a narrower line, corresponding to a smaller Δf, means a shorter time
between hops.) We can then combine the values obtained from

and line narrowing,

along with an assumption of thermally activated motion, to obtain a hopping attempt
frequency and activation energy, per,
⁄

.

Fig. III.10: Plot of the hopping rate as a function of
inverse temperature. Note the log scale on the vertical
axis.
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(III.12)

A plot of this fit is shown in Fig. III.10. An exponential is an excellent fit to the data, and
we obtain an attempt frequency of

, and an activation energy of

Thus concludes our look at bulk LiBH4. We also looked at LiBH4 incorporated into
several different types of carbon structures, and saw significantly faster atomic motions,
which will now be discussed.

b.

In Aerogel

We then turned our attention to LiBH4 incorporated into a carbon aerogel. Many of the
results reported here have been previously published.28 Bob Corey from the South
Dakota School of Mines and Technology was again involved in the work, and acquired
much of the 1H spectra and T1 (with the exception of the hole-burning data). We both
worked with and watched over undergraduate students Charlie McIntosh and Laura
Rayhel.

The sample material was prepared at HRL laboratories by John Vajo and others.29 The
aerogel itself was an essentially all carbon material containing either 13 nm or 25 nm
diameter pores (we studied both). (Studies on a similarly prepared material found it to be
3-4 atomic percent oxygen, with 0.058 hydrogen atoms per carbon atom – hence, the
aerogel is essentially all carbon.30) Water filled polymer gels were formed from the
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condensation of resorcinol and formaldehyde. There was then a solvent exchange of
acetone for water and drying of the gel, followed by pyrolysis at 800°C. Molten LiBH4
then filled the aerogel pores via capillary action, with excess lithium borohydride
removed by simply scraping the aerogel cubes. The sample was then ground into a
powder before we received it. All our handling was done in a nitrogen glovebag.

We expect the LiBH4 crystallites in the sample, then, which are confined to the aerogel
pores, to be no bigger than 25 nm in diameter. This restriction in crystallite size is the
primary reason hydrides in nanoscaffolds are interesting for hydrogen storage
applications, because it quickens the reaction kinetics.31 There are essentially two
reasons for this. First, to fully dehydride/rehydride the material, hydrogen must be able
to leave/enter all parts of it. Hydrogen generally diffuses much faster as a gas, outside of
the crystallites, than it does inside them. Hence, if we can make the crystallites smaller,
we can get the hydrogen out of/into the material at a faster rate. Secondly, even the rate
of hydrogen diffusion within the solid is often increased for small crystallites.9 This has
been experimentally observed by us and others, and is thought to be due to an increased
number of defects and more amorphous structure near the crystallite edges.

One of the methods used to shrink crystallites is ball-milling, but if the material is cycled
repeatedly, there is nothing to stop the grains from growing continually each cycle.32
Nanoscaffolds like a porous carbon aerogel serve as structure-directing agents to keep the
crystallites small and prevent this grain growth from occurring.33 Vajo et. al, the team
that prepared the LiBH4 in aerogel sample that we studied, did indeed find that
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dehydriding and rehydriding occurred up to 50 times faster for the LiBH4 in aerogel than
it did for the bulk LiBH4.29 They also found reduced capacity loss after three cycles
(72% for bulk LiBH4, ~40% for LiBH4 in aerogel), and a reduced desorption temperature.

As before, most of our samples were flame-sealed into 5 mm outer diameter glass tubes
under ~0.9 bar of nitrogen or argon gas. We did study samples in the melt, and these
samples were again placed into 6 mm outer diameter alumina tubes, sealed under
nitrogen gas with an O-ring cap, because of the reaction of LiBH4 with SiO2.

Our NMR data consisted mainly of spectra and T1. 1H NMR was performed at a Larmor
frequency of 85.03 MHz, 7Li NMR at 116.46 MHz. Proton spectra were obtained from
the FID following a 1-2 µs pulse, while 7Li spectra (generally narrower that the proton
spectra) were obtained from the FID following an 11.5 µs pulse, or sometimes from spin
echoes. For 1H, the 90° pulse length was approximately 10 µs. For 7Li, the maximum
signal was observed following an approximately 11.5 µs pulse for both our LiBH4 sample
and a solution state sample of lithium bromide, confirming that our pulse was covering
both the central and satellite transitions.13 T1 was measured using a saturation-recovery
sequence, with saturation achieved by ten to twenty 90° pulses for 1H. For 7Li, a 200 µs
pulse saturated through rf field inhomogeneity.
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Fig. III.11: 1H spectra as a function of temperature. At
room temperature, narrow and broad components are
observed, in contrast to bulk LiBH4.

Fig. III.11 presents 1H spectra as a function of temperature for LiBH4 in 13 nm pores.
Note that at room temperature the spectrum is substantially different than that observed in
the bulk (Fig. III.2), containing a narrow component superimposed on a broad
component. However, if we take the sample cold, down to -127°C, we again see only a
single broad line, very similar in appearance to what was observed for bulk LiBH4. This
indicates that the reason for the narrow line observed at room temperature is greater
mobility of some fraction of the spins. This would be BH4 anions moving translationally
– just as in bulk LiBH4, we expect the BH4 on-site reorientations to become rapid enough
to average away intramolecular interactions far below room temperature. (If these
reorientations were not rapid we would expect to see a broader line than in bulk LiBH4.)
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Fig. III.12: The percent of mobile spins as a function of
temperature for both the 13 and 25 nm aerogel
samples.

By fitting the spectra to a sum of two Gaussian functions of different widths, we were
able to calculate the percentage of spins in the narrow component, which is also the
percentage of the spins that are highly mobile. (The ratio of spectral areas is equal to the
ratio of numbers of spins.) The results are presented in Fig. III.12. We performed this
procedure on 1H spectra from both 13 nm and 25 nm aerogel samples. It is clear that at
any given temperature, the percent of narrow spins for the LiBH4 in 13 nm aerogel is
greater than it is for the 25 nm aerogel. This suggests that the more mobile atoms are
those near the edges of the LiBH4 crystallites, in the region that is more disordered. For
the LiBH4 in 25 nm aerogel, this disordered region takes up a smaller portion of the total
crystallite, and thus a smaller percentage of mobile spins is observed.
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Fig. III.13: 1H spectra comparison at 21°C for bulk LiBH4,
and LiBH4 in 13 nm and 25 nm aerogel.

The spins in the interior of the crystallites, then, are probably behaving in a bulk-like
manner. This is confirmed by Figs. III.13 and III.14. Fig. III.13 shows 1H spectra at
room temperature for three different samples – bulk LiBH4, LiBH4 in 13 nm aerogel, and
LiBH4 in 25 nm aerogel. The 13 nm and 25 nm aerogel spectra are matched on their
peak, making it clear, as previously discussed, that the narrow fraction is greater for the
13 nm material. However, also notice that the broad component of the aerogel spectra,
representing the less-mobile spins, has a very similar width to the bulk line.

Fig. III.14: 1H linewidths FWHM as a function of
temperature for bulk LiBH4 and 13 nm aerogel sample.
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Fig. III.14 shows the FWHM linewidth of the broad (BC) and narrow (NC) components
of the 13 nm aerogel 1H spectra, as well as the FWHM of the bulk line. Here, we can see
that the broad component of the aerogel spectrum narrows at approximately the same
temperatures, and to the same degree, as the bulk line. This further confirms that the
spins in the interior of the crystallite are acting approximately bulk like. (The broad
component does not have exactly the same reported width as the bulk, but this is likely a
result of our Gaussian fitting process. The widths look near-identical in Fig. III.13.)

Fig. III.15: The mobile spins are thought to be in a layer
near the edge of the crystallites.

Assuming that the mobile spins are in a layer near the edge of the crystallite, as depicted
in Fig. III.15, we also performed a calculation to determine how thick that mobile layer is
as a function of temperature. Let R be the radius of a spherical crystallite (either half of
13 nm, or 25 nm), and fN be the fraction of narrowed spins, and let ϑ be the thickness of
the outer mobile region. Then,
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So,

⁄
⁄

(III.13)

The results of this calculation are shown in Table III.1. We can see that at any
temperature, the mobile region has approximately the same thickness in the 13 nm and 25
nm aerogel samples, confirming the hypothesis that the mobile spins are in a region near
the crystallite edges. Also note that the thickness of this mobile region increases with
temperature.
T (°C)
ϑ for 25 nm pores
ϑ for 13 nm pores
21
0.33 nm
0.42 nm
50
0.52 nm
0.57 nm
100
0.99 nm
0.83 nm
150
1.27 nm
1.08 nm
200
1.90 nm
1.52 nm
Table III.1: The thickness of the region of mobile spins, for both
the 13 and 25 nm aerogel samples, as a function of
temperature.

Fig. III.16 presents the 1H T1 as a function of temperature for both aerogel samples, as
well as bulk LiBH4. The bulk data were taken by us, at 85 MHz, and Skripov et. al. at 90
MHz.34 We determined T1 separately for the narrow and broad components of the line by
separately integrating those two parts of the spectra, where both could be distinguished.
There are several things to notice about this plot. First, the 13 nm aerogel, which was
taken cold, appears to display a minimum around -100°C at roughly the same
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temperature as the bulk, due to rapid BH4 anion reorientations. We see another local
minimum at higher temperatures, near 175°C, just as we saw in the bulk, due to rapid Li
cation motion, which is controlling the 1H T1. However, the T1 discontinuity at the solidsolid phase transition temperature, which was observed in the bulk (and is shown in the
figure), is not present in the aerogel samples. T1 is also, on both sides of the phase
transition temperature, a much weaker function of temperature. This suggests that some
of the lithium cations are moving rapidly even below the phase transition temperature.
These cations are likely near the crystallite edges, in the same region as the rapidly
translating BH4 anions. Also, note that the T1 of the 25 nm material is intermediate
between that of the 13 nm material and bulk, which is reasonable since a greater fraction
of the LiBH4 with 25 nm crystallites is behaving in a bulk-like manner.

Fig. III.16: 1H T1 as a function of temperature. NC is
narrow component, BC is broad component. The solid
line is data for bulk LiBH4.

Finally, notice that the narrow and broad components have very nearly the same T1.
Since they are in different regions, experiencing different rates of motion, there is no
reason to expect them to have the same intrinsic T1. Thus, physical diffusion and/or spin
diffusion must be occurring to equilibrate the spin temperatures in the mobile and
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immobile regions.12 Physical diffusion is, of course, faster for the more mobile spins.
Spin diffusion, which occurs by spin flip-flop processes driven by dipolar interactions,
occurs primarily in the immobile region, with a spin flip-flop event occurring roughly
every

.11 Some sort of hydrogen exchange must be present at the interface between

the two regions. It is reasonable to expect this exchange to occur since we are, after all,
talking about exchange between two LiBH4 molecules, and because the mobile region
(whose size changes with temperature) is probably not sharply defined anyways.

Fig. III.17: Hole recovery as a function of time between
the initial, selective 180° pulse, and the broadband 90°.

To test if this was happening, we performed a hole-burning experiment. A long (610 µs),
low-power pulse was used to invert only the narrow component of the 1H spectrum of the
13 nm aerogel at room temperature. (Recall that short square pulses cover a wide region
in frequency space; long pulses cover a narrow region.) Then, after some variable delay,
a 90º pulse was applied covering the entire spectrum to observe the resultant
magnetization. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. III.17. You can see that,
indeed, only the narrow component of the line was inverted. The inversion was not
perfect (the fully relaxed upright peak is greater in magnitude than the inverted peak) –
likely due to de-phasing of spins during the pulse.
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Fig. III.18: Area of recovered hole, versus what would be
expected for single exponential T1 recovery alone.
(Note the logarithmic time scale.)

The “hole” should recover both because of usual T1 processes and because of
magnetization exchange with the (uninverted) spins making up the broad component. In
order to get a quantitative measure of the recovery of the hole, we integrated the region of
the hole, using as a baseline the relatively flat part of the broad component immediately
adjacent. The value of this integration, the “area of recovered hole”, is plotted in Fig.
III.18 as a function of the time between pulses. Also plotted in Fig. III.18 is the expected
area of the hole, assuming recovery because of T1 processes only. Obviously the
observed recovery of the hole is faster than T1 recovery, indicating that exchange with the
broad component spins really is occurring.

We can actually say a bit more. As shown in Fig. III.18, the hole has recovered
approximately halfway after 10 ms. How far could a spin diffuse in that time via spin
flip-flop events? To calculate this, we used the diffusion equation derived above,16
̅̅̅

.
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(III.14)

Recall that this relates the RMS diffusion distance r, to the time allowed for diffusion t,
and a diffusion constant of the material, D. If we had two different diffusion distances, r
and l, associated with two different times t and tff, then we have the relation,
̅̅̅̅

.

(III.15)

Let t = 10 ms be the time for recovery of the hole. Dipolar interactions drive spin flipflop events in the immobile region approximately every

, which in our case, since

we have a rigid linewidth of approximately 20 kHz, is tff = 50 µs.11 Each single spin flipflop event will cover a distance equal to the distance between two BH4 units, known to be
l = 0.4 nm. In 10 ms, then, we can calculate that the spin magnetization will diffuse an
RMS distance equal to r = 5.6 nm. Our pores have a diameter of 13 nm, so this is
certainly a reasonable diffusion distance, and confirms the hypothesis that spin diffusion
coupled with physical diffusion is equalizing the T1 of the broad and narrow components.

Fig. III.19: 7Li T1 as a function of temperature for bulk,
and both aerogel samples.

We previously mentioned that the 1H T1 data indicate that substantial lithium motion
remains below the phase transition – we now offer additional evidence of this fact. Fig.
III.19 displays the 7Li T1 as a function of temperature, for bulk and both aerogel samples.
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First, notice that the minimum occurs at lower temperatures, and is also more spread out
in the aerogel materials as compared with the bulk – both these features indicate fast
lithium motion below the phase transition temperature. (And indeed, a discontinuity is
no longer observed at that temperature.) The 13 nm material displays a minimum at a
lower temperature than the 25 nm material – sensibly so, since the crystallite grains in the
25 nm material are closer to bulk-size. Finally, the minimum T1 is smaller in the aerogel
materials than for the bulk. This indicates that the lithium motion driving T1 is
modulating a stronger interaction than before, possibly, we suggest, the quadrupole
interaction with electric field gradients created by the disorder arising from the aerogel
framework.

Fig. III.20: 7Li spectra as a function of temperature for
the 25 nm material.

The 7Li spectra, presented in Fig. III.20 for the 25 nm material, provide confirmation of
this. First, note that the room temperature line is much narrower than it was for the bulk
(Fig. III.8), another indication of substantial lithium motion below the phase transition.
The solid-solid phase transition is still somewhat evident, albeit at a slightly reduced
temperature, with the appearance of the quadrupolar satellites and narrowing of the
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central transition. (Scanning calorimetry work by Vajo et. al. had found a 10-15°C
reduction in the phase transition temperature.29) The spacing of the satellites is somewhat
less now than what was observed in the bulk – 12 kHz instead of 20 kHz (Fig. III.8).

Fig. III.21: 7Li spectra from solid-echoes. The satellites
are only seen for the shortest τ delay time.

Spin solid-echo experiments were performed, using a 90°x-τ-90°y-τ-echo sequence that is
known to refocus quadrupole-broadened satellite transitions for spin 3/2.13 It was found
that the signal from the satellites decayed faster than the signal from the central
transition, with no signal from the satellites observed at all for times τ > 0.5 ms, as shown
in Fig. III.21. (For only dipolar interactions, they should decay at the same rate.) This
shorter T2 for the satellites suggests that the electric field gradient experienced by any
spin is slowly changing with time, perhaps because of diffusion into regions where the
crystallite is oriented differently.

We can calculate how far a spin must move to enter a region with a differently oriented
crystallite using essentially the same method as before.
̅̅̅̅
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(III.16)

Now, l is the distance between Li atoms, the distance of a single lithium hop, l = 0.4 nm.
thop is the time between Li hops – this may be estimated from the nearby T1 minimum,
and we get thop = 2 ns. t is the decay time for the quadrupolar satellites, which is also the
time to diffuse into a region with a differently oriented crystallite – t = 0.2 ms. r, then, is
the distance an Li atom must travel to reach a region with a differently oriented
crystallite, with a different electric field gradient. Per our calculation, r = 126 nm, much
larger than the size of a single crystallite. This suggests that Li atoms actually travel
between adjacent crystallites – meaning, in particular, that adjacent crystallites are
connected. And not just connected, but also (because of the connection) similarly
oriented – the Li atom has to diffuse through several crystallites before it finds one with a
substantially different crystallite orientation. Since studies by Vajo and others found that
70% of the volume of the aerogel samples was filled by LiBH4, this hypothesis of
connected crystallites seems quite reasonable.

To conclude, then, we saw that restricting LiBH4 crystallites to nanometer sizes by
incorporation into a carbon aerogel resulted in greatly increased translational motion for
spins located in a mobile layer near the edge of the crystallites. Signs of this increased
diffusion were present in both 1H and 7Li T1 and spectra, and this increased mobility is
evidenced macroscopically in faster dehydriding and rehydriding. Hole-burning
experiments indicate that spin diffusion is occurring in the less-mobile region of the
crystallites, and hydrogen exchange is occurring at the interface of the mobile and
immobile regions. Finally, the more rapid decay of the 7Li quadrupolar satellites, versus
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the central transition, indicates that adjacent crystallites are connected, with 7Li diffusion
happening throughout the structure.

c.

With C60

We then turned our attention to an LiBH4 with C60 sample. One publication resulted
from our work on this material.35 Once again, Bob Corey did much of the 1H data
acquisition, and the two of us both worked with undergraduate Laura Rayhel.

Specifically, we examined a sample prepared at Savannah River National Laboratory that
combined LiBH4 and C60 in anhydrous THF, with subsequent removal of the solvent.36
The final sample was 1.6 mol% C60. Note that because C60 has a much greater mass than
LiBH4, (720 g/mol versus 22 g/mol), by weight the sample was around 33% C60.

The study the sample, 1H and 7Li static NMR were performed, as well as 13C and 11B
magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR, the latter by collaborator Son-Jong Hwang. 1H
NMR was performed at 85 MHz, as is usual for us, the 7Li NMR at 116 MHz. The 13C
MAS-NMR measurements were performed at a frequency of 125.72 MHz, the 11B
measurements at 160.42 MHz. Because substantial change was noticed in the data after
heating, the data that follows is labeled either “as-mixed” or “after heating.” The “asmixed” data is taken during the first heating of the sample.
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Fig. III.22: As-mixed 1H spectra for LiBH4 with C60.
Almost no narrow component was present at room
temperature, but one developed quickly with heating.

As-mixed 1H spectra are presented in Fig. III.22. The line at room temperature looks
very similar to the spectral line of bulk LiBH4, but a narrow component develops quickly
with heating, and is already quite evident at 75°C.

Fig. III.23: 1H spectra after heating. A substantial
narrow component is now present at room
temperature.

The sample was heated up to 300°C, and then examined again. Fig. III.23 displays the
1

H spectra as a function of temperature after this heating, and we can see that they look

quite different. A substantial narrow component is now present even at room
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temperature, similar to what was observed in the aerogel. And just like the narrow
component in the aerogel spectra, this narrow component is also due to motion – we
confirmed this by taking the sample down to colder temperatures. By -75°C the narrow
component has completely disappeared, and the spectrum again looks bulk-like. (Note
that a small narrow pip does remain at low temperatures, and is probably the signal of
some gas release.)

Fig. III.24: The fraction of narrowed area as a function of
temperature for LiBH4 with C60.

As before, we sought to quantify the fraction of mobile spins. By fitting two Gaussian
functions to the spectrum at each temperature, we can calculate the fraction of narrowed
area, which is also the fraction of narrowed spins. This fraction is shown as a function of
temperature in Fig. III.24. At any given temperature, the after-heating spectrum contains
a larger fraction of mobile spins. Also note that at room temperature, the narrowed
fraction (36%) is twice what we observed in the aerogel (18%).
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Fig. III.25: 1H T1 as a function of temperature. The asmixed material has data similar to that of bulk LiBH4.

So far, the after-heating data looks similar to what we observed for the LiBH4 in aerogel,
where the carbon framework restricted the size of the LiBH4 crystallite grains. Small
grain sizes are also suggested by the 1H T1 data, shown in Fig. III.25. The T1 of the broad
and narrow components of the spectra are plotted separately. The 1H T1 of bulk LiBH4 is
also depicted here, and it is clear that the broad component of the as-mixed sample is
behaving in very similar manner to bulk LiBH4. However, for the narrow components, as
well as the broad component after-heating, the phase transition disappears and we see
something that looks similar to what we observed for LiBH4 in aerogel.
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Fig. III.26: 7Li spectra as a function of temperature for
bulk, as-mixed, and after-heating material.

This theme is continued in the 7Li data. 7Li spectra, both as-mixed and after-heating, are
presented in Fig. III.26. As in the 1H spectra, the room temperature as-mixed line is very
similar to the bulk, while the line after-heating is very similar to what we observed for the
LiBH4 in aerogel. At higher temperatures, the quadrupolar satellites are again broadened,
just as was observed for the LiBH4 in aerogel.

Combined, this data lead us to conclude that a carbon framework forms upon heating that
restricts crystallite grain size in similar manner to a carbon aerogel. The benefits of
aerogel incorporation, such as increased kinetics, are available after heating. This is
exciting, because it suggests that many of the advantages of a carbon aerogel can still be
achieved for samples that, for whatever reason, would be difficult to incorporate into a
standard aerogel (perhaps they could not be melt-infiltrated, for example).
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Fig. III.27:
samples.

13

C MAS-NMR spectra for four different

A collaborator (Son-Jong Hwang) performed some MAS-NMR on the material, including
a specially made sample that used 13C enriched C60. MAS-NMR is a mechanical
technique that averages dipolar interactions, resulting in much narrower spectral lines.13
While our techniques are good for studying motion, MAS-NMR is often better at
revealing structural details, which were of particular concern for us with this sample.

13

C

MAS-NMR spectra are presented in Fig. III.27 for four different samples. The as-mixed
and after-heating samples were prepared as previously described, and dehydrided and
rehydrided samples from SRNL were also examined. Note that C60 itself should produce
a single, very-sharp peak at 144 ppm. This is not present, indicating that some reaction
of the C60 has already occurred even before heating.

The primary peak is the as-mixed sample is at 150 ppm, with a smaller peak representing
around 20% of the spins at 50 ppm. CPMAS data was also taken – this particular type of
MAS helps measure the proximity of spins to hydrogen. The data taken indicates that the
150 ppm spins are relatively distant from any H atoms, while the 50 ppm carbons are
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bonded to them. Most of the carbons, then, are aromatic sp2 carbons in a similar-to-C60
environment, while the 50 ppm carbons are sp3 atoms.

After heating, whether when dehydriding or in a sealed container (as for our after-heating
samples), the situation changes. The primary peak is now at 124 ppm, between the
chemical shifts of solid benzene and carbon nanotubes.37 This may indicate that the
structure is no longer as highly curved as in C60. Note that the after-heating material
appears intermediate between the as-mixed and dehydrided/rehydrided materials.

Fig. III.28:
samples.

11

B MAS-NMR spectra for the same four

The 11B MAS-NMR data was less revealing, and is shown in Fig. III.28. The primary
resonance in all cases in near -40 ppm, as is typical for BH4 anions. We do note that
there is a slight shift after heating, indicating that the BH4 units are close enough to the
carbon framework to be affected by it.

To conclude, then, we found that LiBH4 with mixed in C60 behaved very similar to bulk
LiBH4. With heating, however, static NMR indicates increased motion similar to what
was observed for LiBH4 in aerogel, and static and MAS-NMR suggest the formation of a
60

carbon nanoscaffold. We looked at one more LiBH4 sample, this one incorporated into
nanoporous carbon.

d.

In Nanoporous Carbon

Finally, we examined LiBH4 incorporated into nanoporous carbon. This work is still
ongoing in our lab, but preliminary results are reported here. The sample was prepared
by Eric Majzoub’s group at the University of Missouri – St. Louis.38 The nanoporous
carbon (NPC) contained hexagonally packed cylindrical pores with an average diameter
of 2.0 nm, probably giving this material the smallest crystallites we have yet examined.
NPC and LiBH4 were ground by hand and physically mixed, then heated to 300°C under
60 bar of H2 gas for 30 minutes. The resultant sample had an onset desorption
temperature of only 220°C (versus ~460°C for the bulk sample). X-ray diffraction
indicated that the LiBH4 within the pores was amorphous, and scanning calorimetry did
not show the solid-solid phase transition or the melting transition.

We took NMR spectra and T1 data for all three available nuclei - 1H, 11B, and 7Li. 1H
work was done at 85 MHz, 7Li at 116 MHz, and 11B at 96 MHz. Samples were sealed
into glass tubes under argon gas – pyrex glass for 1H and 7Li work, but quartz glass for
11

B work, since pyrex contains some boron.
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Fig. III.29: 1H spectra for the as-received material at
-136°C, -25C, 0°C, room temperature, and 175°C.

We studied samples made as described above, as well as samples of this material that
were taken through three dehyride/rehydride cycles. The data are therefore labeled as
either as-received or cycled. Fig. III.29 shows the 1H spectra as a function of temperature
for the as-received material. At room temperature we see a very prominent narrow line
on top of a broader line, just as we saw for the LiBH4 in aerogel, but in this case the
fraction of narrow spins is even greater (over 50%). This is not unexpected since smaller
pore sizes for the aerogel sample resulted in a greater narrow fraction (Fig. III.12), and
the pores sizes for the NPC sample are smaller still. As we take the sample cold, we
again see a significant broadening of the line, making it clear that the narrowing is the
result of motion. The line at -136°C looks very similar to the line we saw for bulk LiBH4,
or for the aerogel samples at similar temperatures.
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Fig. III.30: 1H spectra comparison (room temperature)
for the bulk, 13 nm aerogel, and NPC samples.

Fig. III.30 compares the bulk, 13 nm aerogel, and NPC as-received 1H spectra at room
temperature, all matched on their peak, making it quite clear how significant the NPC
narrow component is at this temperature. The broad component of the NPC sample is
difficult to see, but has a similar width to bulk LiBH4.

Fig. III.31: 1H spectra for the cycled sample from -135°C
to 175°C.

Fig. III.31 depicts the 1H spectra for a cycled sample. If nothing else, it is clear that the
sample has changed considerably. The line at room temperature is substantially broader
than it was before, indicating either reduced motion of all the spins or some change in
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chemical environment. As before, the motion continues to decrease as the sample is
taken colder, resulting in a broadening of the line.

Fig. III.32:
samples.

1

H T1 for both as-received and cycled

The 1H T1 for both samples is depicted in Fig. III.32. At very low temperatures, the T1
minimum caused by BH4 reorientations in LiBH4 is still observed, for both samples. At
higher temperatures, note first that, indeed, there is no discontinuity at the solid-solid
phase transition as was observed for bulk LiBH4 (but not for LiBH4 in aerogel). In the
aerogel and bulk samples, a local T1 minimum was observed at higher temperatures
because of Li motion modulating the Li-H interaction – although a bit of a “dip” is
observed for the NPC sample, there is no local T1 minimum. This may indicate that the
Li motion becomes fast at even lower temperatures than for the aerogel samples.
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Fig. III.33: 11B spectra at room temperature (RT), 50°C,
and 175°C, for the as-received sample.

Some of the other data we acquired were more difficult to interpret.

11

B spectra for the as

received sample is presented in Fig. III.33. This looks substantially different than what
we observed before (Fig. III.4, for example). There is a narrow and a broad component,
just as we saw for the 1H spectra, but they are not centered at the same frequency,
meaning that they actually represent spins in different chemical environment – motion is
not the only difference. It seems reasonable to suggest that a lot of the boron is
interacting with the carbon framework – but then, it is surprising that the 1H T1 looks so
similar to what we would expect for LiBH4.

Fig. III.34: 11B spectra at room temperature, 50°C, and
175°C, for the cycled sample.
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Fig. III.34 presents 11B spectra for the cycled sample. Again there is at least a broad
component and a narrow component, but we now possibly see up to three separate peaks.

Fig. III.35: 7Li T1 for LiBH4 in NPC.

Fig. III.35 presents 7Li T1. Recall from Fig. III.19 that in bulk LiBH4 there is a
discontinuity in the 7Li T1 at the solid-solid phase transition. That discontinuity
disappears for the material confined in aerogel, and we see that it is also gone here. Also
recall that the 25 nm aerogel had a T1 minimum around 125°C, the 13 nm aerogel a
minimum around 100°C. In the as-received material, we see a T1 minimum around 60°C,
which seems to continue the pattern of smaller pores leader to more mobile Li, and
therefore a lower minimum T1 temperature. The cycled material, however, seems to be
approaching a T1 minimum at a similar temperature to what was observed in the bulk
(~200°C).
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Fig. III.36: 7Li spectra for the as-received material.

Fig. III.36 presents 7Li spectra for the as-received material. Just as for the 1H spectra, the
7

Li spectra seems to indicate a great deal of motion – the line at room temperature is

much narrower than the line was in bulk (see Fig. III.8). The quadrupolar satellites are
not evident, even above the phase transition temperature.

Fig. III.37: 7Li spectra for the cycled material.

Finally, Fig. III.37 presents 7Li spectra for the cycled material. Again, just as for the 1H
data, we see significant changes and a broader spectrum after cycling.
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Thus concludes our study of LiBH4 in nanoporous carbon for now. There are definitely
some exciting results here, including the very large fraction of mobile hydrogen. There
are also some mysteries (what is the boron doing?) that still need to be explored.
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IV. Magnesium Borohydride

We then turned our attention to another borohydride, magnesium borohydride,
Mg(BH4)2. One paper resulted from our studies of this material.39 I worked with Laura
Rayhel when acquiring and analyzing this data.

Mg(BH4)2 is similar to LiBH4 in many ways. It also contains a very high hydrogen
weight fraction – 14.9% if fully dehydrided.
Mg(BH4)2 -> MgB2 + 4H2
It has a volumetric hydrogen density of 113 g H2/L.40 Decomposition of the material
begins around 270°C,41 and rehydriding has been accomplished to 75% yield at 400°C
with 95 MPa of H2 pressure.42

Like LiBH4, it undergoes a solid-solid phase transition, transforming from a hexagonal α
phase to an orthorhombic β phase near 180°C. Unlike for LiBH4, this transition is
essentially irreversible.

We looked at four samples of Mg(BH4)2 – bulk α and β phase samples, α-phase material
incorporated into a carbon aerogel, and α-phase material with TiF3 and ScCl3 additives (5
mol% of each). The β-phase material was prepared by J.C. Zhao and Zhenguo Huang at
Ohio State University. The α-phase material was prepared by Vitalie Stavila at Sandia
National Laboratories.41 The aerogel incorporation used α-phase material from Ohio
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State, but took place at United Technologies and was done by Xia Tang. We did 1H and
11

B NMR – the former at 85.03 MHz, the latter at 96.15 MHz.

Fig. IV.1: 1H T1 as a function of temperature for all four
Mg(BH4)2 samples.

Fig. IV.1 shows the 1H T1 as a function of temperature for all four samples. The β-phase
T1 is quite distinct from that of the α-phase samples, and it also goes through a T1
minimum at low temperatures. By analogy with LiBH4, and other borohydrides,22 this
T1-minimum is caused by reorientational motion of BH4 tetrahedra. We can estimate the
activation energy for this motion, by assuming an Arrhenius fit to the correlation time as
we have done several times now,
.

(IV.1)

We can then calculate the T1, including only H-H and H-B interactions, using a more
elaborate version of the formula derived in Part 1,11 as,
∑

(

)

∑
(IV.2)
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Here, ωH is the angular resonance frequency of hydrogen, and ωB is the frequency for
boron. We have assumed all boron are 11B. The parameters rHH and rHB are the H-H and
H-B distances, respectively, and we performed the sum over a single BH4 tetrahedron,
since the relaxation is primarily being controlled by an intramolecular process. This
means that practically, we can use the relation rHH = 1.63rBH for a tetrahedron, together
with the fact that γH = 3.11γB, to reduce this equation to the following.
(

)

(
)

(IV.3)

We treated ωa, Ea, and A as adjustable parameters, and the dotted line tracking the βphase data in Fig. IV.1 represents our fit. We calculated an activation energy of Ea = 123
± 4 meV, and an attempt frequency of ωa = (1.1 ± 0.3) * 1013 s-1. This is a good, but
obviously isn’t a perfect fit – there may be multiple activation energies.

The dotted line through the bulk α-phase data is just to aid the eye. It is substantially
different than T1 of the β-phase, going through a minimum around 50°C with hints of
another local minimum near -75°C. Extensive modeling of the α-phase T1 was done by
Skripov et al.43 They found that T1 was controlled by three different types of
reorientations of the BH4 groups with activation energies ranging from 116 – 362 meV.
(Higher activation energies than for the β-phase make sense since the T1 minimum occurs
at a higher temperature.) We did not perform this modeling ourselves, but our raw data
confirm their raw data.
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Fig. IV.2: 1H and 11B T1 as a function of temperature for
the β-phase sample.

Fig. IV.2 shows both 1H and 11B T1 as a function of temperature for the β-phase sample.
We note that both T1’s have a very similar temperature dependence – this indicates that
the interactions controlling both T1’s have the same correlation times, confirming our
hypothesis that BH4 reorientations are controlling both T1’s.

Fig. IV.3: 11B spectra for β-phase Mg(BH4)2. Note the
narrow component that appears at high temperatures.

Note that Fig. IV.2 indicates that what is being displayed is the broad component T1.
Around 150°C, a narrow component did appear in both the 11B and 1H spectra. (See 11B
spectra in Fig. IV.3.) The 1H T1 of this component was about 1 s, and the 11B T1 was
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shorter than that for the broad component by about two orders of magnitude, and
decreased with increasing temperature. The narrow component has a FWHM of 800 Hz
in the 1H spectra, 400 Hz in the 11B spectra. This suggests released gas, but it cannot be
H2 gas since the 1H T1 is too long44 and the gas marker also appears in the 11B spectra.
We therefore suspect it to be an impurity signal. At 200°C, approximately 9% of the 1H
spectral area is narrow component.

Let’s discuss the spectra in a little more detail. At room temperature, the spectra of all
four samples looked nearly the same – a single broad line with a FWHM of about 21
kHz. Considering first the β-phase, we noted that with heating, ignoring the appearance
of the narrow component, the 1H spectrum changed very little – in other words, the
translational motion rate was too slow to narrow the line. To get a measure of the
hopping rate, we therefore undertook a measurement of 1H T1D, shown in Fig. IV.4.

Fig. IV.4: 1H T1D for the β-phase sample as a function of
temperature.

Recall that for slow motion, T1D, which measures the time for the decay of dipolar order,
is (often) approximately equal to the time between hops. We would expect the hopping
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rate to increase with temperature. We also expect these hops to be hops of BH4 units, in
analogy with LiBH4. As shown in Fig. IV.4, T1D does decrease with temperature
(corresponding to an increased hopping rate) at high temperatures (left side of graph), but
not at low temperatures. This is because T1 is shorter at those low temperatures, and a
spin flip caused by T1 relaxation will also destroy dipolar order. Therefore, at these low
temperatures, T1D does not provide a measure of the hopping rate.

However, at high temperatures, it does, and we see the translational hopping rate increase
from 12 hops per second at 150°C to 400 hops per second at 225°C. (And note that,
indeed, this hopping rate is far too slow to narrow the line.) By assuming the usual
Arrhenius fit, we can calculate the attempt frequency and activation energy for this
motion.
(IV.4)
This fit is displaying in the solid line of Fig. IV.4, and corresponds to an activation
energy of 0.85 eV, an attempt frequency of 1.7*1011 s-1.

Fig. IV.5: 1H spectra as a function of temperature for the
bulk α-phase.
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Fig. IV.5 displays spectra from the bulk α-phase. The 150°C line is representative of
what the 1H spectra of all the samples looked like around room temperature. Just as for
the β-phase, we saw no narrowing with increasing temperature from room temperature,
indicating slow translational diffusion. Unlike for the β-phase, we were unable to get a
measure of the hopping rate because the α-phase T1 is much shorter, and prevented a T1D
measurement. We did see additional broad wings develop at very low temperatures.
These are a result of the slowing of the BH4 reorientations with the largest activation
energy. (We did not see this broadening in the β-phase spectra, which is reasonable since
the activation energy for reorientations is smaller in that phase.)

We did also take 1H spectra for the Mg(BH4)2 material with TiF3 and ScCl3 additives, but
found that they looked very similar to what was observed for the bulk α-phase. As was
previously mentioned, the T1 data for the sample with additives was also very similar to
the T1 data of bulk Mg(BH4)2. Although previous researchers had found improved
dehydriding properties for the material with additives,41 we found no NMR marker to tie
to those improved properties.
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Fig. IV.6: 1H spectra for the sample of Mg(BH4)2 in
carbon aerogel.

Finally, Fig. IV.6 displays the 1H spectra for the material in carbon aerogel. Although the
room temperature spectrum is very similar to the bulk, a substantial narrow component
develops with increasing temperature. We believe this is increased motion in the edges
of the crystallites, in like manner to what was observed for LiBH4 in aerogel. By 225°C,
this narrow component has increased to 26% of the spectral area. We note that the
spectrum at 125°C, taken after the 225°C spectrum, does still have a very narrow pip on
top of a broad component. This narrow pip had a very short T1, and is probably due to H2
gas release.

To conclude, then, the results we obtained for Mg(BH4)2 were similar to the results
obtained for LiBH4 in many ways. For the β-phase, an 1H T1 minimum caused by BH4
reorientations was observed, and we also confirmed α-phase relaxation data obtained by
other researchers. The 1H spectra for the material in-aerogel displayed narrowing not
observed for the bulk samples, just as for LiBH4. We extensively studied one more
material, this one not a borohydride.
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V. Sodium Magnesium Hydride

Our lab is interested in hydrogen storage generally, not just borohydrides, and so we have
also examined some other hydrides. One of these was sodium magnesium hydride,
NaMgH3. Our work on this material resulted in one paper.45 Some of the 1H NMR data
reported below was taken by Bob Corey.

This material is 6% hydrogen by weight, and releases that hydrogen in two steps.
NaMgH3 -> NaH + Mg + H2
NaH -> Na + (0.5)H2
The plateau pressure of the first step at 400°C is 1.5 bar, the plateau pressure of the
second 0.4 bar.46 The sample we studied was formed by ball-milling NaH and MgH2 in
equimolar quantities, at room temperature for 5 hours under an argon atmosphere, by
collaborators at Savannah River National Laboratory (SRNL). Subsequent x-ray
diffraction work at SRNL indicated, in addition to NaMgH3, small amounts of NaH and
MgO. NaMgH3 is an ionic solid47 and thus might be expected so have slow hydrogen
diffusion, as our lab previously observed in MgH2.9 However, a neutron diffraction study
by others found that NaMgD3 had a perovskite structure, with a substantial number of Dvacancies which might aid hydrogen diffusion.48
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We studied the sample by 1H and 23Na NMR. Proton work was done at a frequency of
85.03 MHz, and the sodium work at 79.27 MHz. As is usual, all our sample handling
was done in a nitrogen glovebag, and samples were sealed in glass under nitrogen or
argon. (Samples for 23Na NMR were sealed in quartz glass instead of pyrex to avoid
signal from the sample tube, since pyrex also contains sodium.) Just as for the LiBH4
with C60 sample, substantial changes were observed after heating, we distinguish below
between samples upon “first-heating” and “annealed”.

Fig. V.1: 1H spectra upon first heating for sodium
magnesium borohydride.

Fig. V.2: 1H spectra for the annealed sample of sodium
magnesium borohydride.
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Figs. V.1 and V.2, then, present 1H spectra for the samples upon first-heating, and
subsequently annealed. At room temperature, only a single broad line is present for both
the first heating and annealed samples. With increasing temperature a narrow component
develops, but it develops more quickly with temperature on first heating than it does after
annealing. (The narrow component is more pronounced on first heating at 126°C than it
is upon subsequent heating at 175°C, for example.) The temperature is too low for the
narrow peak to be hydrogen gas, so it must be mobile hydrogen within the solid. (Note
that, once again, line narrowing requires hopping rates of faster than 105 s-1.)

Fig. V.3: The scaled room temperature spectrum was a
good fit to the broad component.

As before, we calculated the percent narrow fraction as a function of temperature. But
instead of doing a double-Gaussian fit as we did with LiBH4 and Mg(BH4)2, we
subtracted from the spectrum at each temperature a scaled room temperature spectral line.
We found this to be an excellent fit to the broad component of the spectra at higher
temperatures, as shown in Fig. V.3.
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Fig. V.4: Percent narrow component as a function of
temperature.

Fig. V.4, then, shows the percent narrow component as a function of temperature for two
first-heating samples, and one annealed sample. This again makes it clear that the
narrowed fraction is greater on first heating, except at the highest temperatures, where
annealing is complete. (And further heating did not produce any further changes.) We
also note that the narrowing is spread across a wide temperature range, suggesting a
range of motion rates, with the entire range sliding into higher frequencies with
increasing temperature. (We would expect a more step-like graph if all the spins were
undergoing approximately the same motion rate, and that single rate was increasing with
temperature.) It is likely that the first-heating samples have additional imperfections in
structure that encourage atomic mobility, and these imperfections are removed upon
heating. (If these perfections could be maintained, so could the improved kinetics.)
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Fig. V.5: Comprehensive relaxation data for the
annealed material.

Fig. V.5 presents relaxation data for annealed material. There are several things to notice
about this plot. Note first that T2 becomes longer than T2* at high temperatures. T2* is
just a measure of the decay time of the FID – how long it takes for the spins to get out of
phase with one another. But as was previously discussed, it is sometimes possible to use
180º pulses to flip all the spin vectors over so that (after some short time) they come back
into phase (are refocused) and produce an echo. However, over longer times these
echoes get smaller and smaller as the spins lose coherence with one another (because they
change precession frequencies, for example), and T2 is a measure of that echo decay time.
At high temperatures here, T2 has become longer than T2*, which indicates that some
refocusable source of broadening is killing the signal there – one likely source is field
inhomogeneity in our magnet.

We also see a minimum in T1ρ, a relaxation time we have not yet used. T1ρ is measured
by first applying a 90° pulse which brings the magnetization vector down into the X-Y
plane, pointing along, let us say, X. A long “spin-locking” pulse is then applied along X,
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and during the spin-locking pulse, the magnetization gradually relaxes from the large
equilibrium value it had because of the static magnetic field, to the smaller value
appropriate for the magnetic field created by the spin-locking pulse. T1ρ is, then, like a T1
measurement in a weaker field. A minimum is expected when the hopping frequency,
ωH, becomes equal to twice the precession frequency in the spin locking field, ω1.
Mathematically,49
⁄

(V.1)

⁄

As usual, the hopping frequency is fit to an Arrhenius activation form,
⁄

(V.2)

From T1D and linewidth data, discussed momentarily, we found an attempt frequency of
2*1014 s-1, with an activation energy of 95 kJ/mol. (Note that this is a smaller activation
energy that was measured previously by our lab for MgH2,9 and may explain why
NaMgH3 can be rehydrided while MgH2 cannot.) We plugged these values into eq. V.2,
and then substituted that into eq. V.1. We then adjusted M2, the second moment, to get
the proper minimum T1ρ, and that fit is the solid line in Fig. V.5. At these temperatures,
this yields hopping rates ωH on the order of 105-107 s-1. This is fast enough to begin
narrowing the line, but much slower than liquid-like hopping rates.
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Fig. V.6: T1D and linewidth data for sodium magnesium
borohydride.

As was mentioned, the activation energy and attempt frequency were calculated by T1D
and linewidth data, and this is presented in Fig. V.6. We have already discussed the
quantitative connection between T1D and hopping rate, when motion is slow. For our
calculation we used only the circled T1D points in Fig. V.6, which are approximately
linear when T1D is plotted on a log scale, as would be expected if T1D is acting as a
measure of the hopping rate. (Once line narrowing commences, T1D no longer provides a
measure of the hopping rate, for example.)

When motion is fast, there is a connection between the linewidth and motion rate.17
⁄

(V.3)

Again using the circled data points from Fig. V.6, we were able to calculate the activation
energy and hopping attempt frequency mentioned previously. This in done in Fig. V.7,
which depicts the hopping frequency determined from the circled points as a function of
1000/temperature. The straight line represents a fit of eq. V.2, and the equation for the
line yielded the activation energy and attempt frequency already mentioned.
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Fig. V.7: Here, hopping frequencies are plotted as
determined from Fig. V.6, and fit to a line to determine
the activation energy and attempt frequency.

Finally, Fig. V.8 presents T1 data for both 1H and 23Na. For 1H, the T1 relaxation time
was the same for the broad and narrow components – as was the case with LiBH4, this
almost certainly indicates spin diffusion and exchange between the mobile and immobile
regions. For 23Na the recovery was not single exponential – we report the 1/e recovery
time. The temperature dependence is relatively weak for both nuclei – this suggests that
T1 is being controlled by something like unpaired electron spins rather than atomic
motion.13
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Fig. V.8: T1 relaxation data for both 1H and
NaMgH3.

23

Na for

To determine whether there were a significant number of unpaired electrons available in
the sample, we performed a measurement of the magnetic susceptibility of the sample as
a function of temperature using a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer available as part of the
Center for Materials Innovation, with the help of Anup Gangopadhyay. The net result
was the existence of one free electron spin per 550 formula units, which is enough to aid
in T1 relaxation.

To conclude, then, the most-striking thing we observed with NaMgH3 was the great
reduction in motion after heating as this ball-milled material was annealed. We
combined T1D and line narrowing data to get an excellent measure of the hopping attempt
frequency and activation energy. Finally, we observed a weak temperature dependence
in the T1 data, demonstrating that something other than atomic motion was controlling the
relaxation.
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VI. Conclusions

To conclude, we have presented here comprehensive investigations of six distinct
hydrogen storage materials. We used the techniques of nuclear magnetic resonance to
study structure and the atomic motions within the materials, with particular emphasis on
the hydrogen motion.

Chronologically, the first material we examined was sodium magnesium hydride. In this
material we saw the effects of ball-milling in an increased motion for some of the spins
initially that went away after heating and annealing. We were able to combine 1H T1D
and linewidth data to get a measurement of the hydrogen hopping rate as a function of
temperature, and thus extracted an attempt frequency and activation energy for the
motion. Some T1ρ data provided similar information.

We then turned our attention to several different forms of lithium borohydride, beginning
with bulk material. There, our 1H T1 data seem to confirm the report of a previous study
that BH4 reorientations became fast far below room temperature, fast enough to cause a
T1 minimum at our frequency. The solid-solid phase transition was unmistakable in the
7

Li spectra, with a dramatic narrowing, and the rapid 7Li motion also caused a 1H T1

minimum we observed above the phase transition temperature. We were also able to
answer the question – is the H hopping the hopping of individual H atoms, or the hopping
of intact BH4 anions? We noticed that the 11B spectral line was too narrow for the borons
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to be stationary, and then 11B spectra in the melt, with an obvious J-coupling pattern, and
CPMG echoes, combined to indicate that each H was staying on the anion for at least a
few seconds (while each BH4 anion hopped every few microseconds). An LiBH4/LiBD4
mixing experiment confirmed that H exchange was happening over a scale of minutes.
Finally, we again combined T1D and linewidth information to obtain hopping attempt
frequencies and activation energies.

We then examined LiBH4 in aerogel, and saw the benefits of ball milling (smaller
crystallites) without the drawbacks (diminished quality upon heating or cycling). Our 1H
spectra contained a narrow component representing mobile spins already at room
temperature, something that did not exist for bulk LiBH4. The narrow component was a
greater fraction of the total spectral area for the 13 nm aerogel than for the 25 nm aerogel
sample, leading us to conclude that the mobile spins existed in a region near the edge of
the crystallites, and we quantified the size of that region. The spins in the interior of the
region behaved in a bulk-like way and the broad component of the 1H spectra narrowed at
the same temperatures as the bulk. In the 1H T1 we saw the disappearance of the
discontinuity at the phase transition that was observed in the bulk, and this, combined
with the 7Li spectra and T1 data, indicated that substantial 7Li motion was also occurring
below the phase transition temperature. We also noticed that the broad and narrow
components of the 1H line had essentially the same T1, and performed a hole-burning
experiment which showed that physical and spin-diffusion was occurring to produce this
equal T1. Finally, by noticing the more rapid T2 decay of the 7Li quadrupolar satellites,
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we determined that adjacent crystallites in the aerogel were connected and had similar
orientations.

After this, we turned to LiBH4 with C60. In this material, at room temperature, the 1H
spectra and T1, and the 7Li spectra, all looked very similar to what we observed for bulk
LiBH4. However with, and after, heating, all three sets of data looked similar to what we
observed for LiBH4 in aerogel. We concluded that a carbon framework formed upon
heating that restricted crystallite size in similar manner to the aerogel. This is exciting
since it may indicate a means of nanostructure incorporation for materials than cannot be
incorporated in standard ways (melt infiltration, for example). MAS-NMR performed by
a collaborator did not see the sharp peak indicating pure C60 even in the sample before
heating.

The last of the LiBH4 samples we examined was LiBH4 in nanoporous carbon prepared
by Eric Majzoub’s group at the University of Missouri – St. Louis. This work is still
ongoing in our lab. The as-received 1H and 7Li data look as we would expect from our
work with LiBH4 in aerogel – narrow lines indicating rapid motion, and no T1
discontinuities at the solid-solid phase transition. However the material obviously
changes significantly after cycling, with broader lines and modified T1. We are currently
unsure how to interpret the multi-peak 11B spectra for both the as-received and cycled
material.
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Finally, we applied what we learned from LiBH4 to examine four different samples of
Mg(BH4)2. For the β-phase sample, we saw a 1H T1 minimum at low temperatures
caused by BH4 reorientations, just as for LiBH4, and we confirmed a higher temperature
T1 minimum in the three α-phase samples already well-described by another researcher.
We also saw something we could never get LiBH4 cold enough to see – an additional
broadening in the 1H α-phase spectra at cold temperatures as the reorientational motion
slowed down. For the β-phase sample, which had a longer T1, we were able to take T1D
measurements to calculate a hopping attempt frequency and activation energy. Finally,
for the in-aerogel sample, we saw a narrow component not present in the bulk caused by
increased motion, just as we saw for the LiBH4 in aerogel sample.
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